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Day 1 & 2
Giraffe Manor, Nairobi
Giraffe Manor is a lovely manor house
standing in large grounds full of giraffe,
and offers a truly lovely stay. If time
permits, a visit to the Daphne Sheldrick
Elephant orphanage in the morning
to meet the baby elephants who are
being raised here by a dedicated team
of handlers. A mud bath in the morning
is the elephants favourite game and
an explanation is given by an expert on
elephant behaviour.

Day 3, 4 & 5
Elephant Bedroom, Samburu
Samburu is a truly lovely part of Kenya,
and Elephant Bedrooms provides its
guests with every comfort. The scenery
here is truly remarkable, with a balmy
climate and good game viewing. Here,
the elephants like to take long, cool
baths in the river as weavers busily
build their nests in the trees overhead.
It offers you a gentle start to your safari,
easing you in for the encounters that lie
ahead of you. You will enjoy great food
here, and excellent service from their
friendly staff.

Day 6, 7 & 8
Ol Pejeta Bush Camp,
Laikipia
This wonderful permanent tented
camp is built on the banks of the
Ewaso Nyiro River, in Ol Pejeta
Conservancy. Ol Pejeta is known as a
role model for conservation and has
much to offer its visitors. The biggest
black rhino sanctuary in East Africa,
it also has the only chimpanzee
sanctuary in Kenya. It’s right on the
equator, looking up at the magnificent,
snow covered Mt-Kenya.

Day 9, 10, 11 & 12
Private Camp, Masai Mara
The Mara is justly famous for
tremendous game viewing. Every
day yields new sightings and exciting
encounters. Our camp here, too, is truly
exquisite - perched high up on the
banks of the Talek River. There’s nothing
like heading out for an early game drive
as dawn breaks over the Mara plains, a
scrumptious picnic breakfast packed,
fresh air in your lungs and plenty of
adventures in store.
Day 13 - Home.

